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Release Info: 
 
Artist: Holocaos 
Release Title: Esc Yourself This Is Computer Weirdness EP 
Cat#: Tranz015  
Release Date: 12 September, 2008  
Format: Digital/ Mp3/ 320kbps/ 44.100  
Genre: Electronic 
Subgenre: Techno/ Electro/ Experimental 
Total Time: 32min 29sec 
Size: 75,5 MB 
 

Tracklist: 
 
01. Adiposo  (6:14) 
02. Descasca  (5:47) 
03. Esc Yourself   (6:42) 
04. Giallo   (6:40) 
05. Starless   (7:06) 
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Release Artist: 

 

Holocaos> Initially was an experimental music project 

from Paulo Miranda (father of Cauê Miranda) started around 
1993. Old keyboards, bass, simple drum machine, weird 
sample slices, all recorded in tape without much options. 

 
Around 2001 Holocaos project rise from the grave as an 

eletronic music experiment in Cauê´s hands. 
 

The name "Holo" (Whole) + Caos = "Whole Chaos", 
"complete chaos" and the experimental background from initial 
project fit in the new ideias and computers use increase the 
possibilities. 

 
Allways with dark atmosphere and adding several 

diferent styles through the years, from psytech passing by lot of 
electro, techno, minimal, ebm, idm, industrial, maximal, disco, 

house, crunk, funk... 
 

Actually presents an electronic music act trying to avoid classifications, offering a 
complete mix of influences in sound from dark tension to hypnotic melodies, from weird and 
bizzarre sonorities to heavy and dry atmospheres, from mechanic robotic to fat funky, retro 
spacial, dirty ... Holocaos mix travel to diverse directions. 

 
Playing for several years at Aldeia Tapai and in other parties like Spektro, Fazenda 

Mágica, Hypnotik, Electro4friends, Atlantis, Sumotronic, Manifesto Eletronico, Cosmic 
Projection, etc. 

 
In 2007 had one track selected by Motomix festival in "new bands" project where had 

opportunity to open the night to Black Devil Disco Club at D-edge club in Sao Paulo and also 
stayed one week in studio with Click Box working the track to master it in a studio in New York. 

 
Also in 2007 played at Universo Paralelo new years eve festival in Bahia presenting 

his live mix at minimal and alternative styles stage in the sunset ! 
 

As in his Holocaos set or in his Holocaos djset people can expect pass through 
diverse electronic music styles and substyles traveling in every new mix by different musical 
experiences. Holocaos. 

 

More Infos: 
 

www.holocaos.com.br 
www.myspace.com/holocaosproject 
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